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Background

Previous research is inconclusive regarding the importance of financial expertise for financial risk taking as well as accurately predicting return and risk on financial assets. Some studies have established a strong correlation between self-confidence and subjective knowledge in the financial domain and a close link between overconfidence and risky investment portfolios (Campbell & Kirmani, 2000). Some evidence however, shows that overconfidence may decrease with expertise and experience (Christoffersen & Sarkissian, 2002; Locke & Mann, 2001; Menkhoff, Schmidt & Brozynski, 2006), while other studies indicate that financial experts are more likely to be overconfident than inexperienced investors (Glaser, Langer & Weber, 2003; Törngren & Montgomery, 2004).

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of experience and expertise in stock investors’ financial risk taking and accuracy in return and risk predictions of financial assets.

Sample

Participants were professional and non-professional investors responding to a web-based questionnaire. The professional investors were fund managers or financial analysts at Swedish investment institutions such as pension funds and investment banks. 137 questionnaires were distributed and 64 were returned and completed by professional investors (males = 60; females = 4; mean age=41), resulting in a response rate of 47%. The number of responding non-professional investors (students and lay people) were 278 representing a response rate of 18% (males=156, females=122, mean age=48).

Results

The first part of the study investigated risk taking in portfolio decisions among professional investors and non-professional investors. Risk taking was measured by exposing respondents to hypothetical scenarios concerning portfolio allocation of risky and less risky assets. It was found that professionals and more experienced non-professional investors had a more positive financial risk attitude and were more risk taking in portfolio decisions than unexperienced non-professionals investors. While professional investors’ risk taking was influenced by organizational risk norms and risk attitude, non-professionals were influenced by positive affect and financial confidence. Two SEM-models (see figure) explain better non-professionals risk taking in portfolio decisions than professionals (poor model fit).

Conclusions

We draw the conclusion that investors are inclined to be positively influenced by their financial experience and expertise in their risk preferences and risk attitude. However, there seems to be no gain in having financial experience and expertise to predict return and risk on the stock market. The implications of these results are that professional investors should downplay beneficiaries’ expectations of their ability to perform better than the market and control financial risks.